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  WELCOME TO OUR WORLD....

Dear  Parents  ,  Studest  and  The  Pine  Woods  School 
Family,
Greetings from Bala Vihar team. 
In  the  recent  years  the  focus  of  all  educational 
activities in schools is to cover the syallabus and see 
that the students are confident to face the exams. This 
is no doubt very essential keeping in view of the career 
options available for our children in our country.
We have  to  understand that childhood is  one of  the 
important  stages  of  life  and  if  we  can  make  it 
interesting,  enjoyable,  sowing seeds for  a  responsible 
behaviour, we shall be paving the path for a happy life 
for our children. 
Reading good books is a very good habit and to bring 
this habit we have a whole range of children’s books in 
our  library.  Yoga  practices  help  us  in  relaxing  our 
systems as we go through a lot of stress in our day to 
day  life.  Theatre  activities  help  us  to  bring  out  the 
actor in us and offers a wonderful recreation. Art and 
craft  activities  help  us  make  us  think  creatively  and 
engage in joyful activity. The recent brain researchers 
say that engaging in art and craft acts as great stress 
reliever and helps us maintaining balance.
Keeping in mind these reasons we have set up a lending 
library, conduct classes in Yoga, drama, art and craft, 
puzzles and indoor games between 3 to 4 at the school.
We try our best not to compare the children and not to 
encourage competition but encourage them to help each 
other and give attention to the work they are engaged 
in. All of us love children and hence a great emphasis is 
given to respect their feelings. In this process we are 
also learning to see children as intelligent human beings 
and not judge by their age. We are just making a small 
attempt.  We  are  very  thankful  to  the  Principal, 
management  and  the  staff  for  their  support  and 
cooperation in our endeavour.We request the parents to 
encourage the children to participate in  the activites 
even if they have tests as it is just for one hour once a 
week.We have been working for four years in the school 
and we are glad to say that so far all the children are 
happy to join our c lasses.
Regards, 
Chitra Krishnamurthy. 
Founder of Balavihar.

Bala Vihar Activities

Drama

Craft/Stitching

Library

Science experiments

Clay work

Yoga
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Pine Woods High School, Vijaynagar, Bangalore.

Pine woods High School meets Bala-Vihar!!

The Principal, Mrs. Sujatha,was interviewed by Giri Gowda.K. and  Aakarsh B.S of 
class 9 about the first meet with Bala-Vihar team 4 years back and her experiences 
and feelings about the same.

How did you meet Chitra Krishnamurthy?
She came too the school one day and enquired if she could spend some time with the 
students after school hours. She had some unique ideas and it matched my thoughts 
and thus strted Bal Vihar classes.

What is the motivation behind allowing Bal vihar work in the school??
For all round development of a child. I always believed that co-curricular activities 
were imporatnt for the same.

Why are these after school hours and not during school hours??
Time is not enough to complete the protions. And when it is done after school hours 
children also have a relaxed mind.

Why can't we have atleast one activity once a week during schoool hours?
It is not possible because teachers have a lot of responsibilities and they have to 
give personal attention to each child since many mother's are working.

How do you select the students for these activities?
They should be interested and respond to the teachers query so that she can select 
them in turn according to their needs and interests.

Which is your favourite activity in bal vihar classes?
All of them!!! bcause all the activities teach something or the other. Teaching and 
learning are my passions.

Can you tell us about your experience in a bal vihar class?
When I visit the classes I feel that my children( that is all of you) have a lot of 
potential. They can be moulded and seeing the enthusiasm I wish I could do more for 
them.

Why don't you join the activity class and teach?
Time constraint. I have lot of other responsibilities, if not I would definitely do that.

When you were a child, which kind of activities did you join?
I used to play a lot of games, read lots of books, joined swimming , music and dance 
classes.

Did you have activity classes in your school?
Only library period and games.
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Since the activity classes are important for all round development, why have you 
not made it compulsory for all??
It requires lot of people, resources, time and money . It is difficult to make it 
compulsory.

Why can't you provide library facility to 10th class?
Because their parents send then to tuition classes, the children don't even have time 
to read newspaper, forget library books. Parents should encourage reading books and 
allow children some time with books. Mother's can also participate in running the 
library and such activities.

What is it that you would like to tell the reader??
I have always believed that children should have this kind of exposure for their 
overall development. Hence, I jumped to this opportunity given by Chitra 
Krishnamurty. If not for Palash/Bal Vihar, neither teachers nor school management 
could have undertaken these activities. We are thankful to them.

 Interviewed by Giri Gowda.K. and  Aakarsh B.S.
( The interview group)
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The living library..!!!

Hello friends, I am Shruti from Pine Woods High School and I am going to tell you an 
amazing story that happened with me. You all know that our school conducts activities 
such as craft, library, drawing, clay work, stitching,etc., after school hours. It is called 
the Bala-Vihar activities. I am a member of the library and I enjoy reading the books a 
lot. 
One day I went to return a book to the library and there was nobody in the room. I was 
about  to  leave  when  I  heard  murmuring  voices.  So,  I  went  and  opened  the  library 
cupboard. Again I heard the murmuring voices. I was startled and looked around. But 
there was nobody. I again went back to searching the books and was startled to see that 
the murmuring was coming from the books in the cupboard. 
I thought ,'This is not possible'. But again I heard the murmuring and I went close to the 
books.  I  heard  that  the  books  were  saying  'Today  I  will  go'  and  quarrelling  among 
themselves. I was quite taken aback and gathering some courage, I asked, “ Why are you  
fighting like this?” 
Among all the book, one book replied loudly, “I am, 'You be the detective', and I want to 
come with you.” Suddenly there was another voice, “ My name is 'Aesop's Fables' and I 
want to come with you.” I was quite surprised and asked them, “ Why do you want to come 
with me?” All of them said in a chorus, “ Because it is like going on a trip.” I loved what  
they all said and I smiled at all of them.

At that moment I heard a faint crying from within the books. I started searching and 
came across a small book. The book was crying. I went near and picked it up and asked, “ 
Why are you so sad?” the book was, 'Alice in Wonderland', and it looked up at me and 
said, “No one takes me to their home and hence am very sad.” I felt bad for the book and 
asked, “ Why so?” the book replied saying that the bigger books always pushed it aside 
and hence no one would see it or take it. Then excitedly it asked, “ Will you take me with 
you? I will tell you a beautiful story. Please do take me.” I liked the little book and I 
picked it up. The book looked very happy in my hand when I left the library and I really 
enjoyed the stories it told me. Hope you enjoyed reading this.-Shruti ( class 9-B)
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The survey

The students of Pine woods high school conducted a quick survey among teachers about 
bala-vihar activities. The questions asked during the survey were:
Do you know about bala vihar activities?
If yes, what is it and which is your favourite activity?
If no, why?
The results were as follows:
Do you know Bala Vihar activities?

The teachers knew about  Bala Vihar activities as:
• Extra Curricular Activity Class
• Centre Where Small Children Go To Learn
• Children's Activity Class
• Something Regarding Children's Creativity And Thinking Capacity.

The favourite activity was Drama and trip to Kaigal. 

Result-
Looking at the results , the students who conducted the survey suggested that teachers 
too should be involved in these activities at  least  once a month in one activity.

− Survey conducted by Giri Gowda and Aakarsh B.S. ( class 9).
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Hahaha.........!!!!!
A guide was showing an old lady round a zoo.
"Here we have a native of Australia," he said, taking her to the kangaroo's cage.
"Goodness," the old lady replied in shock. "My grand-daughter's married one of 
those!" 

Church Minister: Do you say a little prayer before you sit down to eat your meals? 
Little Boy: There’s no need for that, my mum’s a great cook! 

Husband: Today is sunday & I have to enjoy it. So I bought 3 movie tickets.
Wife: Why Three?
Husband: For you and your parents. 

Santa & Lion
How can a Santa kill a Lion?
Santa thinks & thinks hard... & comes to a conclusion: "I'll drink Poison.. & let the Lion 
eat me." 
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FIND THE FOLLOWING WORDS BY DRAWING A LINE HORIZONTAL,VERTICALOR ACROSS:
CHOCOLATE            BALLET
HOT TUB SAUNA
DINNER PIZZA
MOVIE              NAP
STEAK             NEWDRESS
FLOWERS MANICURE
CRUISE GOOD BOOK
PLAY BALL GAME
TRIP SHOW
LOBSTER DESSERT
SUNDAE OPERA
CANDY.

C C H O C O L A T E Y T G

H O T T U B K Y S E A R R

R M O V I E A R N S L E E

E F C L O P E R A I P S T

N H P D N W T D I U I S S

N B K B O S S E S R R E B

I B A L L G A M E C T D O

D P F I G O O D B O O K L

E R U C I N A M Y N S M C

N E W D R E S S A D U G C

C P I Z Z A A P M F N P N

S A U N A C S H O W X A N

E A D N U S B A L L E T C
Answer on last page.

Calvin and hobbes:
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A NEW WORLD FOR THE YOUNG!!!

I am Giri Gowda ,a  student in class 9th and have been a 
part of Bala- Vihar class since he was in his class 6th.  I 
remember  I  started  the  classes  with  learning  clay 
modelling and then moved on to join the drama class. The 
experience in the drama class opened up a new world for 
all of us. 
Manjunath sir, our drama teacher, was very friendly and 
yet very strict when it came to our expressions, dialogues, 
voice, etc. the first drama that I was a part of was on the 
story of Gandhiji. Later, we did perform on various stories 
such  as,  King  Uttara,  Story  of  Duryodhana.  With 
Manjunath sir, for each performance we had to practice at 
least for 2-3 months. He would tell us the story and then 
ask us to pick one of the characters. He would then give us 
dialogues  and  take  auditions.  Anybody  could  choose  any 
character  for  auditions.  He  would  then  choose  the  one 
that fit the best and we all loved this process of selection. 
We were chosen because we were naturally able to do it. 
But  before  the  audition  we  had  to  go  through  lot  of 
activities where he would teach us about voice, volume, how 
loud , how to express, emotions,with help of jokes, stories 
and help us express different emotions. 
Slowly  he  would  improve  our  dialogue  delivery  and  our 
voices.  If we made mistakes, he would never scold us but 
showed us the correct way. If we laughed during practice 
and he noticed it , he wouldn't scold but ask us not to do 
that.  He  would  explain  that  we  are  disrespecting  the 
person who was performing and they would do the same to 
us. 
I really love Manjunath sir's class. I truly believe that the 
drama class opened up a totally new world for the young 
girls and boys of Pine Wood High School.

-Giri Gowda ( class 9)

Math puzzle

Every digit from  1-9  must 
appear in each of the 
vertical columns and 
horizontal  rows and should 
not be repeated.
Sudoku 1

Sudoku 2
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MODERN RAMAYANA
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An accident

Accidents are very common these days. When we read about them in the newspaper, 
we feel sorry, but very soon we forget about them and carry on with our routine. 
However, it is a different story when we happen to witness an accident ourselves. It 
leaves a long lasting impression on our minds.
About a month ago, while I was returning home from school, I happened to witness a 
road accident.  I was waiting at the zebra crossing for the traffic  signal  to turn 
green. There was heave traffic at that part of the road. An impatient looking middle 
aged man suddenly tried crossing the road. Without looking either way he rushed 
across the road . He had hardly reached the middle of the road when a motorcycle 
came at a high speed and knocked him down. With a loud shriek the man fell on the 
road. While the motorcycle skidded and fell into the nearby drain. Soon a large crowd 
gathered at the spot. The pedestrian was lying in a pool of blood. He was unconscious. 
His briefcase was open and its content lay scattered. A little distance away the rider 
lay groaning. He had a deep cut on his elbow and was bleeding profusely. People in the 
crowd  were  making  different  remarks  about  who  was  at  fault.  At  last  one 
respectable looking man asked people to move away and not crowd around the victims. 
He sprinkled some water on the face of the unconscious man. In the meantime a 
police man and ambulance had arrived. The police cordoned off the accident spot and 
the two injured men were carried to the ambulance and taken to the hospital. The 
police then turned their attention to the traffic which had come to a halt. The crowd 
dispersed and everything returned to normal. But I returned home with a shocking 
memory. People do not care at all, they do not even care to look at the person lying on 
the ground. I felt that people should at least help the victim. They should have taken 
the man to hospital earlier. I wish people would become more responsible and caring.

-Priyanka ( 9th  class)
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Sweet memories of Kaigal...

As the Dussera vacations was about to start there was an announcement about a trip 
to Kaigal( Chitoor District, Andhra Pradesh). We were all very excited about the trip.  
This was an opportunity given by Chitra mam from Bala- Vihar class. This trip was for 
8th and 9th class students. The trip was from 8th October to 10th  October 2010. We 
all registered for it.

On 8th morning 7.30 am we were at the railway station. We got into the train at 
8.00am and then boarded a bus at 9.30 am at a station called Kuppam. We reached 
our destination Kaigal at 11.30 am. We walked for some distance from the road and 
reached the office of the organisation KEEP. There we met Karthik sir and Chandra 
sir. They took us to a  house called 'Shantam'. We left all our luggage in there and 
then introduced ourselves to them. Then we went to the office and had lunch at 
1.00pm. We all then rested till 3.00pm and then went to a water body near by where 
we played for an hour. It was an amazing experience. 

Later Karthik sir gave us a speech on Kaigal and its importance. In the evening we had 
'Kashya', a herbal drink made from medicinal plants grown there. After this we went 
for a walk in the near by fields.  We did meditation for some time and then had 
dinner. After dinner we all went back to 'Shantam' to get ready to sleep. Suddenly 
we heard the boys shouting, “snake,snake”. They were sleeping upstairs and we girls 
were sleeping down. The boys came running down and we all ran out of the house. We 
were  all  shocked.  Somebody  went  and  called  Karhik  sir.  Karthik  sir  is  trained in 
catching snakes and he caught the snake and left it in the forest. It was a memorable 
night, a lot of us were wide awake thinking what if the snake comes inside again??

The next day  we had a  project  on  afforestation,  endangered species  and  edible 
medicinal plants. We were divided into two groups. The first group went to the forest 
to study about the afforestation project and the other group worked in the seed 
bank and nursery. After two hours the first group arrived, they were all very tired 
and we all went to the water body again and had lot of fun..

After lunch we switched the activities and finished it by 4 pm. At the end of the day 
we had lot of games and fun with all of them. Next day was the last day of our trip.  
We had along trek for about 2 hours and reached a pool called the lobi's pool. We 
played and swam in the water for 3 hours and returned back for lunch. After lunch  
we shared our experiences with everyone. 

At the end of the day we were all filled with sorrow about leaving the place. On one 
hand we were happy that we were going back home but we were sad to leave such a  
beautiful place..

-Sowmya, C.S.Sneha, P. Trupti, U.K.Shetty.( Class 8
kaigal pic.
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Magic in Craft....???

Oh !! no, how is it possible?? said Priya with a great astonishment. She was in the 
craft class and she had uttered this looking at something. What was it?? let's find 
out.
It was a Monday afternoon and about 10 children were making something in the craft 
class. Among these children were Priya, Ram and Gauri. That day the teacher was 
teaching them to make a pen-stand from waste materials. After some time, Ram 
started teasing Gauri about her pen-stand. Gauri became very angry and started a 
fight with ram. Priya was drawn towards them and when she went close too their 
bench she was astonished and uttered, “Oh !! no, how is it possible??' 
Priya saw that while ram and Gauri were fighting, their pen-stands were moving away 
from them to one corner of the bench. Priya was shocked and went near the pen- 
stands and heard the pen stand s talking.

Ram and Gauri fighting

Ram's pen-stand: I am very scared.
Gauri's pen-stand:  Why are you scared??
Ram's pen-stand: Because they both are fighting. They might tear us apart. Both of 
us look good then why are they fighting??
Gauri's pen-stand: They are fighting because they want the teacher to give hem 1st 

rank for their work.
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Ram's pen-stand: But in Bala-Vihar the teacher doesn't do that, don't you know??
Gauri's pen-stand: No, is that so?? Then why are they fighting.
Ram's pen-stand: Yes, and they should look at only what best they can do.
Gauri's pen-stand: So true. And I like myself (smiling).
Ram's pen-stand: Me too (smiling).
Gauri's pen-stand:And they should be friends the way we are, isn't it??
Ram's pen-stand: Yes, I wish.
Priya who was listening to all this had called ram and Gauri. When they heard what 
their pen-stand were talking they felt ashamed at their behaviour. Hey both said 
sorry to each other and promised not to fight. They shook hand and became friends 
like their pen-stands. Their pen- stands were also very happy. Priya and others who 
witnessed this were also happy and from that they there was never a fight in the 
craft class and the teacher was very happy to see that all of them enjoyed what they 
were doing.

- The Story Group.
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KAIGAL- A Tree land!!

Kaigal is a place in Andhra Pradesh. It is close to a forest. We, the 8th and 9th class 
students were taken for a 2 days trip to an organisation near Kaigal called 
KEEP( Kaigal Environment Education Programme). This organisation looks after the 
land and does afforestation, seed bank programmes and also runs school for tribal 
children.
We left on the 12th of October 2010 morning. We travelled by train first and then 
took a bus to reach our destination .It was a wonderful sight. We all walked for a 
distance and reached the office where we met our guide. Then we were told to 
refresh and we all went to a water body close by. We all had a good time in water for 
an hour. After that we were given some activities which were educational and also fun 
to do. We were divided in two groups and had to work in groups. 
We would like to describe Kaigal as a very beautiful and unique place. It's full of tree 
and lots of medicinal plants, endangered plants, etc., Few among us love trees and we 
enjoyed the forest walk and the nursery, planting work  next day morning. 
The food provided to us was suitable to the climate and very healthy and yummy. We 
had a good health drink in the evenings made from medicinal plants and it was yummy. 
We had 3 guides who were awesome. Each had their own way of guiding us, which we 
really enjoyed. They were friendly to us and we never felt home sick.
Kaigal is often mistaken as kaiga. We realized this because we also had it mixed up. 
It is a beautiful place for a visit as well as academic study for people who are 
interested in plants. This place must be given importance and brought to the notice 
of all.
Mayuri.G.Bhat.-Class 9-B

Hahaha....!!!

Once upon a time, Sada and Ada, visited a coal mine to find some diamonds.
Sada takes a right and Ada turns left.
Sada has only a shovel, but Ada had sophisticated diamond mining tools.
Yet, Sada finds a diamond but Ada doesn't (even after digging for 10 kms) !!! 
why????
Because …..Hira hai Sada ke liye!!! 

Banta: U cheated me.
Shopkeeper: No, I sold a good radio to u.
Banta: Radio label shows Made in Japan but radio says This is all India Radio! 

Jai: I've got such a bad headache.
Nitya: I know why.
Jai: Why?
Nitya: Well, yesterday when I had stomach ache, mummy said it was because it was 
empty, so I guess that's the problem with you too!
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Unexpected, Interesting....???What is it????

What do you think about Bala-Vihar activities ??Asked Trupti from class 9.....

THE STUDENTS

' Unexpected' is the word used by Veda , a student of class 8th.She also expressed 
that she was grateful for having the opportunity to learn different things fro Bala-
Vihar  teacher,  who  are  very  friendly.  She  wishes  that  they  would  teach  more 
different types of activities and remembers her first day in the Bala-Vihar activity 
class as exciting, little nervous but enjoyable,as told to Trupti of class 9.

'Not so special' is what megahna m. student of class 8 felt about her first day in the 
Bala-vihar activity class. But later it was fun and she felt happy about continuing to  
attend the class. She wishes that the bala vihar team would provide more books in 
the library. Before coming to Bala- Vihar class she had expected it to be interesting 
and she feels that her expectations have been fulfilled, as told to Trupti.

' I was afraid of making mistakes'  is what Jaya laxmi felt while attending her first 
class of Bala- Vihar activities. But she felt at ease immediately because the teachers 
from Bala -Vihar were very friendly and never scolded about making mistakes. She 
finds the experience in the activity class interesting and thrilling because everyday 
there is something new. She wishes that Bala -Vihar keeps doing that, as told to 
Trupti.

' More Books!!More Books!!' is the demand of Yashaswini. She finds all the books in 
the Bala -Vihar library interesting and says that it helps her answer many questions 
raised in the class. She has read most of the books and hence wants more and newer 
books to read. She demand for books for general knowledge and not just story books. 
She also loves the weaving class of Bala-Vihar. She remembers being scared on the 
first day of Bala-Vihar, but was pleasant surprised when the teachers never scolded 
for any mistakes, as told to Trupti.
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THE TEACHERS
'I wish I had learned all thiswhen I was a child' is what Sumitha, a teacher in 
pinewoods high school said when asked about bala vihar activites. She feels like 
joining these children when they go for craft and other activities. According to her , 
children enjoy the bala vihar classes. Sumitha appreciates that Chitra mam has a lot 
of patience, children love her class a lot and she is doing very good work. As told to 
Trupti.

Leelavathi as social science teacher feels that more children should join the bala 
vihar activity classes. She feel that these activities are important for the children's 
all round development. She doesn't not feel that these activities are hampering the 
children's studies but actually enhancing their personality.

Chandrika, a primary school teacher, from pinewoods high school feels that balavihar 
activities are helping in bringing out the inner talents of the children. The interaction is 
also helping in improving the children's vocabulary and speaking skills. These 

activities makes even a lazy child get up and become active. She also feels that the 
whole school including teachers should participate in these activities. She also doesn't 
feel that these activities are hampering the studies of the children but helping them 
concentrate better. As told to Trupti.
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Hello Reader!!!
The newsletter has been made by children from class 8 and class 9 of Pine 
Woods  High  School.  This  project  commenced  in  december  2010  and  was 
completed in March 2011. The students were being guided by Mrs.Nikita Gandhi 
and a few other school teachers for writing the articles and stories for this 
newsletter.
Thank you for letting us work on this. Hope you liked the newsletter.

Thank you once again.
 Bala-Vihar Team and Student's Newsletter Team.

SOLUTION:

C C H O C O L A T E Y T G

H O T T U B K Y S E A R R

R M O V I E A R N S L E E

E F C L O P E R A I P S T

N H P D N W T D I U I S S

N B K B O S S E S R R E B

I B A L L G A M E C T D O

D P F I G O O D B O O K L

E R U C I N A M Y N S M C

N E W D R E S S A D U G C

C P I Z Z A A P M F N P N

S A U N A C S H O W X A N

E A D N U S B A L L E T C
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